Transcriptional enhancers direct precise on-off patterns of gene expression during development. To explore the basis for this precision, we conducted a high-throughput analysis of the Otx-a enhancer, which mediates expression in the neural plate of Ciona embryos in response to fibroblast growth factor (FGF) signaling and a localized GATA determinant. We provide evidence that enhancer specificity depends on submaximal recognition motifs having reduced binding affinities ("suboptimization"). Native GATA and ETS (FGF) binding sites contain imperfect matches to consensus motifs. Perfect matches mediate robust but ectopic patterns of gene expression. The native sites are not arranged at optimal intervals, and subtle changes in their spacing alter enhancer activity. Multiple tiers of enhancer suboptimization produce specific, but weak, patterns of expression, and we suggest that clusters of weak enhancers, including certain "superenhancers," circumvent this trade-off in specificity and activity.
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Transcriptional enhancers direct precise on-off patterns of gene expression during development. To explore the basis for this precision, we conducted a high-throughput analysis of the Otx-a enhancer, which mediates expression in the neural plate of Ciona embryos in response to fibroblast growth factor (FGF) signaling and a localized GATA determinant. We provide evidence that enhancer specificity depends on submaximal recognition motifs having reduced binding affinities ("suboptimization"). Native GATA and ETS (FGF) binding sites contain imperfect matches to consensus motifs. Perfect matches mediate robust but ectopic patterns of gene expression. The native sites are not arranged at optimal intervals, and subtle changes in their spacing alter enhancer activity. Multiple tiers of enhancer suboptimization produce specific, but weak, patterns of expression, and we suggest that clusters of weak enhancers, including certain "superenhancers," circumvent this trade-off in specificity and activity.
T he Orthodenticle homeobox (Otx) gene is crucial for patterning the anterior neural plate of vertebrate embryos (1, 2) . In the invertebrate chordate Ciona intestinalis, Ci-Otx is activated in the anterior neural plate and dorsal nerve chord by a maternal GATA transcription factor and localized fibroblast growth factor (FGF) signaling (Fig. 1A ) (3) (4) (5) (6) . A minimal 69-base pair (bp) enhancer (Otx-a) was previously identified in Ciona. It contains three GATA binding sites and two ETS sites, which mediate induction by FGF signaling (Fig. 1B) (3) (4) (5) . This Otx-a enhancer recapitulates the native expression pattern in the neural plate when attached to a minimal promoter and reporter gene and electroporated into Ciona embryos (Fig. 1C) . The enhancer has a regulatory logic that is pervasively used in development; namely, a broadly distributed tissue (ectoderm) determinant (GATA) works in concert with a localized signaling event to mediate restricted expression within a subset of the total sites of FGF signaling (7) (8) (9) .
To identify all of the sequences important for enhancer activity, we created a library of random synthetic (RS) Otx-a enhancer variants that retain each of the five core recognition sequences, GATA and GGAA, in their native positions (Fig.  1B) . Each of these variants was attached to a green fluorescent protein (GFP) coding sequence and unique 30-bp barcode tag, which uniquely identifies each of the different enhancer variants. The fog promoter was used for these assays because it produces the lowest background expression among the different Ciona promoters tested in previous transgene assays (3). The resulting library has a complexity of 2.5 × 10 6 unique RS enhancer-barcode tag combinations, and we determined each enhancer-barcode association by deep sequencing. The library was electroporated into thousands of fertilized eggs. Once embryos developed to the late gastrula stage, RNA was extracted, reverse-transcribed, amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR), and sequenced to identify transcribed barcodes ( fig. S1 ).
Among the RNA barcodes, 163,708 unique barcodes exhibited expression, and 21,799 of these produced the same or higher levels of activity than the wild-type (WT) enhancer, ≥4 normalized reads per million (RPM) (table S1). The vast majority (hundreds of thousands) of enhancer variants failed to produce significant expression, less than one RPM. We randomly selected and individually tested 34 of the RS Otx-a enhancer variants with ≥4 RPM by electroporation. Of the 34 enhancer variants, 24 mediated restricted expression of the GFP reporter gene ( four enhancers that displayed little or no expression of the barcode tag RNAs (≤0.01 RPM), and none produced detectable GFP signals when individually tested by electroporation into embryos (table S2) . Computational analysis of the~20,000 active enhancers identified short sequence motifs flanking the core GATA and ETS binding sites as the key determinants of enhancer function ( fig. S2 ). Additional sequences residing outside these regions-including those conserved in the Otx-a enhancer of the distantly related Ciona savignyiwere not recovered among the active enhancers in our high-throughput screen. The consensus flanking sequences that were identified, CCGGA-ARY and SMGATAAS, have 0.98 and 0.96 Pearson coefficient correlations, with the highest-affinityposition weight matrices identified by highthroughput binding assays for orthologous ETS and GATA transcription factors in flies, mice, and humans (10-13) (figs. S3 and S4).
To determine the sufficiency of the flanking motifs, we created "up" mutations, by restoring the activities of inactive derivatives of Otx-a enhancer variants, including RS1 (Fig. 2B ). This enhancer contains all five core GATA and ETS binding sites but completely lacks consensus or WT flanking motifs and shares just 13 of 49 matches outside the core sites. Nonetheless, modifying the flanking regions of RS1 to mimic the extended binding motifs of the WT enhancer (RS1wt) is sufficient to restore full activity (Fig. 2D , compare with 2A).
The WT Otx-a enhancer contains imperfect matches to the "optimal" GATA and ETS extended motifs identified in this study and previous binding assays (figs. S2 to S4) (10, 11, 13) . It is possible to determine relative binding affinities of the native sites by analyzing the frequency of selected sequences using high-throughput binding data sets (13) (14) (15) . The GATA-1, -2, and -3 binding sites contain 0.8, 0.3, and 0.4 relative binding frequencies, respectively, whereas the ETS-1 and -2 sites contain 0.6 and 0.4 relative binding frequencies, respectively ( fig. S5 ). In other words, each of the GATA and ETS motifs has, on average, half the binding affinity of the optimal motifs. We therefore consider the native binding sites as suboptimal because they have submaximal binding affinities.
To determine whether the native, suboptimal binding motifs are an important feature of normal Otx-a enhancer activity, we created perfect matches for all five GATA and ETS binding motifs (Fig. 2C) . The resulting enhancer, RS1opt, mediates intense expression in the neural plate, as well as weaker expression in a variety of ectopic tissues, including the notochord. Similar results were obtained by creating optimal flanking sequences in the WT enhancer ( fig. S6) .
These results suggest that too many optimal motifs cause the Otx-a enhancer to capture additional sites of FGF signaling, such as the notochord. Thus, "suboptimization" of the enhancer for transcription factor binding appears to be essential for restricted activity in the neural plate. Recent studies also provide evidence that suboptimal binding sites are important for the specificity of Hox transcription factors in Drosophila development (16) . Such sites are also an important feature of the classical eve stripe 2 enhancer (17) and other developmental enhancers (18, 19) . In all of these examples, an excess of optimal binding sites leads to a loss of specificity and ectopic sites of gene expression.
Having observed the importance of suboptimal GATA and ETS motifs, we asked whether the spacing between motifs might also be suboptimized. The importance of spacing in developmental gene expression is controversial (18, (20) (21) (22) , although induction of the interferon-b enhanceosome by viral infections relies on stringently spaced binding sites (23, 24) . Our high-throughput analysis of the Otx-a enhancer identified the sufficiency of ETS and GATA motifs for correct expression and thus provided an opportunity to determine whether spacing of these motifs influences enhancer function. For example, the 5′ GATA-1 and 3′ GATA-2 motifs are located 10 bp and 13 bp, respectively, from central ETS-1 and ETS-2 sites within the Otx-a enhancer. It is conceivable that only one, or neither, of these intervals represents an optimal spacing. To explore this possibility, we created 21 Otx-a enhancer derivatives (tables S3 and S4) with altered spacing between GATA-1 and ETS-1, ETS-1 and ETS-2, and ETS-2 and GATA-2 (Fig. 3) . For simplicity, many of these experiments were done in the context of a minimal 46-bp enhancer that contained a single 3′ GATA site.
The most striking finding of these studies is that enhancer activity is augmented by inserting 3 bp between the GATA-1 and ETS-1 sites (Fig. 3B , compare with 3A; this was also done on two other synthetic variants-see figs. S7 to S9). Quantitative 
Sequence of WT, Otx-a RS1, Otx-a RS1 opt, and Otx-a RS1 WT enhancer variants. Gray boxes highlight bases conserved in WT Ciona intestinalis Otx-a sequence; pink boxes highlight bases that were changed to match identified "optimal" flanking motifs. All images were taken at the same exposure time, 500 ms. S7 ). In contrast, reducing the distance of the 3′ ETS-2-GATA-2 linkage from 13 to 10 bp causes a marked reduction in the levels of expression ( fig. S8 ). All of the tested changes in the spacing of the two ETS sites result in reduced expression (figs. S10 and S11). Of all the manipulations tested, increasing the distance of GATA-1 and ETS-1 from 10 bp to 13 bp is the only one that causes a significant increase in enhancer activity. We observed increases for both the WT 69-bp enhancer and smaller derivatives (Fig. 3 and figs. S7 to S9 ). It is unlikely that these increases are due to the fortuitous introduction of an unknown activator element, because different trinucleotide motifs were inserted between the GATA-1 and ETS-1 sites. We therefore conclude that the native Otx-a enhancer contains a mixture of good and poor arrangements of linked binding sites. This suboptimization might be the basis for the general view that most developmental enhancers lack "grammar" and are composed of random arrangements of clustered binding sites.
We next asked whether the improved arrangement of binding sites augments activity only within the native site of expression, the neural plate, or also increases expression in other tissues. As shown previously (Fig. 2C) , optimized GATA and ETS sites result in ectopic sites of expression (Fig. 3C ). Combining these motifs with optimal spacing (13-15-13 rather than 10-13-15) creates a "supercharged" enhancer that drives robust expression in a variety of tissues, including the neural plate, anterior endoderm, and notochord, which are known sites of FGF signaling (5, 6, (25) (26) (27) (28) (Fig. 3D; see also fig. S12 ). These results emphasize the importance of both the quality and spacing of binding sites in enhancer activity.
In summary, we have presented evidence that regulatory specificity is achieved through multiple tiers of enhancer suboptimization. This suboptimization is balanced across the Otx-a enhancer. For example, the highest-affinity binding sites, GATA-1 and ETS-1, exhibit suboptimal spacing (10 bp rather than 13 bp), whereas the weakest sites, ETS-2 and GATA-2, display optimal spacing (13 bp). Suboptimal binding motifs and spacing attenuate enhancer activity, ensuring restricted expression within specific tissues. Optimal sites and spacing cause ectopic activation in other tissues ( fig. S13 ). In the case of the Otx-a enhancer, this ectopic induction is due to the pleiotropic activities of the FGF signaling pathway. Our study suggests that enhancer evolution is not driven by strongest binding, but is constrained by the need for specificity. This constraint obscures critical properties of enhancer design, such as the spacing of linked binding sites. Suboptimization results in specific, but weak, enhancer activities. Multimerization of suboptimal enhancers leads to augmented levels of expression within specific tissues ( fig. S14 ). We therefore propose that clusters of weak enhancers, such as certain superenhancers (29) (30) (31) , circumvent this trade-off in specificity and activity and generate robust but localized patterns of expression. 46 Opt 13 15 13 49 WT 13 15 13 49 Opt . S12 ). All images were taken at the same exposure time, 250 ms.
Sequencing data for this project have been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology Information, NIH, Sequencing Read Archive (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra), PRJNA294804. We thank M. Chung, C. Anderson, E. Wagner, J. Lyons, and members of the Levine and Rokhsar labs for helpful discussions. This work was supported by grants from the NIH (GM46638 and NS076542 Andrew Oberst, 4 Matthew L. Albert 1,2 * Dying cells initiate adaptive immunity by providing both antigens and inflammatory stimuli for dendritic cells, which in turn activate CD8 + T cells through a process called antigen cross-priming. To define how different forms of programmed cell death influence immunity, we established models of necroptosis and apoptosis, in which dying cells are generated by receptor-interacting protein kinase-3 and caspase-8 dimerization, respectively. We found that the release of inflammatory mediators, such as damage-associated molecular patterns, by dying cells was not sufficient for CD8 + T cell cross-priming. Instead, robust cross-priming required receptor-interacting protein kinase-1 (RIPK1) signaling and nuclear factor kB (NF-kB)-induced transcription within dying cells. Decoupling NF-kB signaling from necroptosis or inflammatory apoptosis reduced priming efficiency and tumor immunity. Our results reveal that coordinated inflammatory and cell death signaling pathways within dying cells orchestrate adaptive immunity. P hagocytosis of dying cells by dendritic cells (DCs) results in cross-presentation of cellassociated antigen and the priming of CD8 + T cells (1) . This pathway mediates the processing and presentation of tumor antigens (2), as well as viral and self proteins in instances where expression is restricted to nonhematopoietic cells (3, 4) . However, the manner by which different forms of programmed cell death (PCD) influence the ability of DCs to cross-present and initiate CD8 + T cell responses is still poorly understood.
Until recently, apoptosis was thought to be immunologically quiescent, in contrast to necrosis, which is characterized by rapid membrane permeabilization and the release of inflammatory mediators called damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs). Paradoxically, the inflammatory nature of necrotic cells (defined by their ability to activate innate immune cells) (5-8) does not correlate with their ability to serve as a source of antigen for the initiation of CD8 + T cell immunity (defined as immunogenicity) (1, (9) (10) (11) (12) . Moreover, immunogenic cell death has often been associated with apoptotic pathways (1, 10, (13) (14) (15) . Several recent studies highlighted the interconnections between cell death and inflammatory signal transduction. For example, proteins such as receptor-interacting protein kinase-3 (RIPK3) and caspase-8, which respectively initiate necroptosis and apoptosis, are incorporated into dynamic innate immune signaling modules (e.g., ripoptosome) (16) (17) (18) (19) . These cytosolic scaffolds establish the cross-talk between innate immune and cell death programs, and, in some instances, both pathways may be simultaneously engaged ( fig. S1A ). This integration of pathways, combined with the recent discovery of necroptosis (a regulated form of necrosis), prompted us to reevaluate how different PCD pathways affect cross-priming of CD8 + T cells. To selectively induce apoptosis or necroptosis, we constructed "pure" cell death systems, in which the death effector proteins caspase-8 or RIPK3 were fused to a modified FK506 binding protein (FKBP) domain (Fv-DN-caspase-8 and RIPK3-2xFv, respectively) (20) (21) (22) (fig. S1B ). RIPK3 oligomerization results in the recruitment of RIPK1 via interactions with the RIPK3-RIP homotypic interaction motif (RHIM RIPK3 ) domain, leading to the formation of a cytosolic ripoptosome-like complex (21, 23) . Therefore, we also generated a Cterminally truncated construct (RIPK3DC-2xFv) ( fig. S1B) , which lacks the RHIM RIPK3 domain and does not recruit RIPK1 (21) . NIH 3T3 cells were stably transduced with these activatable constructs (referred to herein as acC8, acR3, and acR3DC). Dimerization of caspase-8 resulted in the induction of apoptosis, whereas oligomerization of full-length RIPK3 and RHIM-less RIPK3 induced rapid cell swelling and membrane rupture (<3 hours) in the absence of caspase activation (Fig. 1, A and B; fig. S2 , A to C; and movies S1 to S3). The ability to induce necroptosis in the absence of the RHIM RIPK3 domain enabled us to decouple the formation of RIPK1-dependent ripoptosome complex from cell death (21) , hence eliminating the activation of other pathways emanating from the ripoptosome.
Cell death-associated molecules such as calreticulin (CRT), adenosine triphosphate (ATP), and high-mobility group box-1 (HMGB1) have been shown to trigger inflammation and to regulate immunogenic cell death (8, 15, 24-26) . We therefore quantified CRT surface exposure and the
